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ROBERT BURNS AND THE ENGLISH RADICALS 
Norman R. Paton 

g,a4, 	 ,Oel4ics; and 9 ca,utaz app./444)e. e the 
liosxelt `sec is eatioting aae4 the cleseweci fate rxi a ceiziaut. pare oG 

l)eizdcw.actes. What im the deliae,ainry &awl. pevmecl 
aladdread g art omtiviuteipied Azadlitide into the itaiick ej the 
hamcrowait, Mai it Mould aanefst 04 a. moottegi i4t cut 
eaeatial adtea, as apicoe rrs _Pine col 91.eaio,a4 
e/zivied.ded. it - ""When ilia weidaiie ej monk* i2 Bang. e the scale 
4vul ilia halance. vet 14.eonhies tad i ?del 

Comments by Robert Burns, on the executions of the French King and Queen 02, January, 17951. 

On the 2 August, 1787, exactly a year after 
the publication of his much acclaimed, Kil-
marnock edition, Poems, Chiefly in the Scottish 
Dialect, Robert Burns took the decision to lay 
an account of his young life before posterity. 
The format he chose was an autobiographical 
letter of considerable length, which he dis-
patched from Mauchline, the small Ayrshire 
town lying close to the family farm of Mossgiel. 
The recipient of this famous and much 
scrutinized epistle was Dr. John Moore. 

The initial contact between Burns and 
Moore was Mrs. Frances Anna Dunlop, the 
eldest daughter of Sir Thomas Wallace of 
Craigie, who claimed decent from a cousin of the legendary hero Sir 
William Wallace. She had been widowed just prior to the publication of 
Burns's poetry, and, further burdened by financial worries, she had 
gone through a period of deep despondency, until a chanced reading 
of The Cotter's Saturday Night had started to lift her spirits from the 
gloom. She immediately ordered six copies of Burns's Kilmarnock 
edition and made herself known to the poet. On receiving a copy of the 
book from her, Dr. Moore wrote asking her to inform Burns that he 
should write to him at his London home. Burns, who was, by now, 
residing in Edinburgh, took his time about doing so, finally penning a 
letter to Moore in January 1787. Two further letters were sent, then 
followed the renowned epistle of autobiography. Within the text of this 
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lengthy letter specific reference was made to Helen Maria Williams, who 
at this particular time, was acting as an amanuensis to Moore: 

9e the ae, polite letters Nibs  Williams did me the loam to wade 
me yea have vat a complaint la vomit eyes. 9 p4a4, to gad that it 

malt 4e leifiewed; A.4  e°""de'img that 14 aid  V" aae  
common hieed4, pa 	 employ. Ilea 6 "ead aid letioz; 
awl thee redeictIti 6 that esteem with which she wad pleaded 6 
hoe04. the Swat [arid . 

Helen Maria Williams was born in London in 1762, thus she was 
three years younger than Burns. In her early life she resided much of 
the time at Berwick-on-Tweed and, her Scottish mother, as she stated, 
had given her sufficient grounding in the northern idiom to make 
possible her comprehension of Burns's vernacular verses. Her choice 
piece seemed to rest on the stanzas addressed to The Mountain Daisy, to 
this end she sent Burns a letter enclosing some verses she had 
composed in his honour, her poem opened with the stanza: 

zoon, 'ge, Acutce41: featuttin gas:a&• cecng 

aaci zeal144:d• on, IL eadli n.egreclecl. LLC 

fcgc 	 vazit' d• 

a root c1.4.40 fumy ficasit'n.5  .staff 1142,24.1, 

and closed with the couplet: 

! 	-Lade, affriolioaagact. till, La, 
5Ciz g ea 	- tAittotit n.tunlano fa 	Renzeif 

The subsequent fame, or notoriety, depending in the individual 
viewpoint, of Helen Maria Williams, almost certainly stemmed from her 
political writings and activities rather than her poetry. Despite the 
accusation of numerous errors, and a good deal of inaccurate comment, 
they are still regarded as being well worth reading, if not as factual 
history of important events, at least as one contemporary opinion of 
those troubled times. (1) 

In 1788 Helen left England to visit France and, when the fall of the 
Bastille in the following year ushered in the French Revolution, she 
espoused its ideals of liberty, equality, fraternity with gushing enthusiasm, 
so much so, that Lord Orford (Horace Walpole) branded her as, a 
revolutionary fiend! The fact that she had involved herself with a married 
man, the English revolutionary, John Hurford Stone, played straight 
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into the hands of the enemies she was quickly making, she had 
sacrificed her reputation to her Spirit of Politics. She soon formed a 
deep-bonded friendship with the Girondist leader, Manon Jeanne 
Roland and, when that lady perished on the guillotine in November 
1793, a martyr to her principles, Williams was somewhat fortunate not 
to share the same fate. 

At the beginning of August 1789, Helen received a letter from 
Robert Burns written at Ellisland Farm. She had sent him a copy of her 
poem on the slave-trade and, from the text of Burns's reply, it would 
appear that quite a time lapse had ensued between the exchange: 

am deeply indelded to yon, 	Oa a most elegant poetic 

complement then ift polite, akietinf 	afrld 	04. rii4 

excellent poem in the slaue-kade,• and yet ametch. 11=19 anti 
iltoosylt the dela& were deks o vie..0.4 and the caedito4 a 144 

haue pal a euen the awl admoadedyemeni of the a/dictation, 

anti' yoa mad mixed4eiheue.ufr an ct  el .9 &lee von Oa, 4 yor,t can 

imrtiue me... Zfowc poem 9 haue 4P12/1 with the high-ad  pleasrure. 
In offering her a constructive criticism of the poem Burns advised 

her that he could think nothing superior, not even in Thomson's 
Winter, on the subject of a tempest, than her stanzas 347-351. Helen lost 
no time in penning an answer: 

9 do not lode a mome4 an 12e6444t419 cyou riuy 2iite..01.6 

acknowledgement /04 cyocrti kile4 and yon4 ciiiticism on my poem, 

witicka a awl 4419 f000i that von haue 'zead it with 

21oa haue, indeed, /wen ue4y p4Oke panerelk oa 

0, late pe#10140Ce. 4 moeck less f2o4tion appiwpie kiost 
would Itaue been q4atij,yinf to me, since 9 thing its twine depencIds 

eniviely upon the sonace Pzom whence it proceeds, the incense 
parse, Wee otheit incense, as more gizaiejal hoot the iwality than 

the Truant-ill of the edam,. 
Some disparaging comments by W.E.Henley, himself a poet of some 

merit., in which he sneered at Burns's alaborate criticism on some worthless 
verses by that crazy creature, Halen Maria Williams, (2) were not at all called 
for: bombastic arrogance was, alas, frequently the criterion of Henley! 
Perhaps he had overlooked the fact that Wordsworth credited Helen 
Maria as being the inspiration of his youth, he had addressed one of his 
early sonnets to her, though he did not actually meet her until later in 
life. 

One of Helen's closest friends during the early period of the French 
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Revolution was Mary Wollstonecraft, who confided in her sister Everina: 

Ma4 Williams has lieltaaed am/ 	to me, and 9 dhall ii&I 

hecinenikt, hecanle 9 4.atha. like het, and 9 meet oAeselt 
compamt  at hest house. .11e4 manneas ate acted, vet Ite.2. simple 
94,3d.ess heaat cantinnalkt  4/wales Ilman.qh the aaanish., so. that` 

one wanid 4e movie inclined...ia lave than admae het. Athwahip. 
a a Iteaary weight female shank , especial/it in the diva/tine 

P4'1'11994 (3)  
The fact that Mary Wollstonecraft herself had corresponded with 

Burns only came to prominence, and general public awareness, after 
Catherine Carswell produced her biography of the poet in 1930: 

The iniehesting tact that Mu Qadw,ut (mvut  Wollsionee-44) 
became a pealicalaa co/aespandent oi &vats's, is otisat Plit the Pat 

time 4eaeakd ut Syme 's unpaldahed tones. /?out the dame vea/t 

as Anima, the died m the vea/t aite4 him. (4) 

What then (is the obvious question) became of the letters which 
apparently passed between the poet and the figurehead of modern 
feminism? No positive answer can now be sustained by fact, but it is 
worth noting that, Robert Chambers, still regarded in many quarters as 
Burns's finest ever editors, suggested in his Life and Works of Robert Burns 
(1851) that: 

91 is ia4 Plant ley that the whole of the demomatic poems of 
&oils haae come down to as aialt many .e,211.1 that had aj 
wags/aft* was aik4uled with so mach Wormy that 4/4Pu:ends 
studied to conceal than to CAC44141-e RM. that might haae Aoactlii 
Awn into imulda 4a Wea aiiez his death the '4024,44 o/ his 
yocul f appea4ed to demand that nothinf dhonid lie h/lauctld 

0440a/td which was calenlated to excite political /ee1in against 

It is indeed known from a letter written by John Syme to Alexander 
Cunningham shortly after Burns's funeral (July 26, 1796), that Mary 
Wollstonecraft, amongst others, had been approached for the purpose 
of gathering together any stray pieces of verse or correspondence of the 
poet's that might serve as useful material for a proposed project, 
combining a complete edition of his works with a detailed critical 
biography. John Syme, one of the poet's closest personal friends, was 
considered to be best suited to the task of the proposed volume. In the 
end, however, the responsibility fell to Dr. James Currie, an Anglo-Scot 
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then residing in Liverpool. 
Currie was deeply conscious of the fact that, in the latter stages of 

Burns's life, many had viewed his radical politics with distrust and 
suspicion. Mindful of the fact that the main priority of the exercise was 
to raise funds for the poet's young widow and family, Currie made it 
clear from the outset, to Syme, that he intended to suppress all allusions 
to Burns's political opinions. (5) It would, therefore, seem a reasonable 
assumption to conclude that, letters written to correspondents contain-
ing political references were wilfully destroyed. Even the letters which 
Burns is known to have written to Currie's own friend, the writer and 
historian, William Roscoe, have not survived. Doubtless, the exchanges 
between Burns and Wollstonecraft, fell victims of the same purge. 

There is, of course, every possibility that Burns had written to Mary 
congratulating here on her book, Vindication of the Rights of Women, just 
as he had written to Roscoe full of enthusiasm for the song on the, 
Anniversary of the French Revolution. There would seem little doubt that 
Wollstonecraft's plea for feminism had favourably struck Burns's 
imagination: not long afterwards he wrote the prologue: The Rights of 
Women. This, Occasional Address, was spoken by the addressee, Louisa 
Fontenelle, on 26 November, 1792, at the theatre in Dumfries. The 
poem opens in a forthright manner: 

0fi1de. &t44.0p,e.'. eye. L.) fi,x: it on milky, 

5lie fate. of einfirLe.., am& 	faff of gimp;  

IfIf; ife TuacYcz 	ztate, moo t eaaR•Ftno dace, gia, pfaAv, 

(tmi 	 CLA tg. 	 91-taiq 

anviA,  tY,k,  rnijgtty fuz 	t Cet nte. meatian, 
4. 

efl; c 	gi." 	myna aonta atteatian, 

The Rights advocated by Burns however, reflected nothing of 
Wollstonecraft's feminism; the prologue merely meanders rather 
drearily through three distinct pleas for, Protection, Decorum and dear 
Admiration. The final four lines, however, according to the Burns editor, 
William Scott Douglas, brought something near tumult in the audience: 

93u t tlace. 	kinr, am! knee, OA coma Wationz, 

g.foodi auna meat, and 	o futio 11.0 

t 	 ly) fiaz t attenti,o ammo 

Ctg ! ea incl.! 3-14„ 	ty, Of Uoman,! 
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Scott Douglas doubtless allowed his Conservative bias to show when 
he protested that the first line if this closing quatrain was thought by 
many to be far too bold, and that: the finishing stroke, ca ira! was intolerable. 
The Parisian Sansculottes, bedecked in their read Caps of Liberty had, of 
course, made the revolutionary chant Ca ira! their undisputed 
battle-hymn. Shortly afterwards the Excise Board ordered an investiga-
tion into the political conduct of their most famous officer, Robert 
Burns; whilst he, in turn, wrote to the Commissioner of the Scottish 
Board of Excise, Robert Graham of Fintry, pointing out that his 
prologue, The Rights of Womm...had...nothing whatever to do with Politics. (6) 

A somewhat turbulent relationship between the philosopher William 
Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft eventually brought marriage on March 
29, 1797; five months later their daughter, also named Mary, was born. 
Complications, however, arose from the birth and, on September 10, 
Mary Wollstonecraft died. Her daughter later married the poet Shelley 
on December 30, 1816. Encouraged by her husband and Lord Byron, 
Mary Shelley achieved her own literary fame by writing the classical 
horror story, Frankenstein. 

In the aftermath of Mary Wollstonecraft's death her husband 
produced a clumsy biography of her, doing little more than presenting 
the public with unnecessary scandal regarding her private affairs; and 
her good friend William Roscoe, who had commissioned her first 
known portrait in 1791, sadly reflected: 

NaiLd• Ono ay, fate. in, aft de, .c..c.Ate.6 4 ci., 

(f6 dauflfitani, zizte.c.$  juvuznii  fz.i..end, and, oice, 

%A Laden, Miff in, de n& tIety fate vZo., O%'fl4  

tity, godvai., - ,atL a geaal 4 .5toma. 

The same Roscoe of Liverpool whom Robert Burns had been 
yearning to meet; and had, indeed, planned a journey south for this 
purpose. In a letter to the Rev.Edwards, a Birmingham pastor, Roscoe 
has confirmed the Scottish Bard's intention: 

had not indeed the pie:Pia/2e ej his pefatwat acqa.a4dane.4. 44 at 

die time he Ma/tops) was taken ill he was p4efa4inf a paw, to 

"'we/If:oat g had clowe me the lionou/2. 	is an Imam/2 oi which 

9 dial/ always 4e pond) of deo:ding me wout that he intended to 

past' me a aait. 
Their correspondence appears to have started after Burns had read 

with enthusiasm a copy of Roscoe's song, For the Anniversary of the French 

r 
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Revolution, the third stanza of which runs: (7) 

2et fluitte*  City a gat b.anPia api-enxiouiv 

a ,..factulo (vs, too, a taan.y fan, 	etyza; 

dot  ',Atlanta altar .1)00 ed 	effualano. atinthe, 

n,t/tapfLetl• 	Ria 	 fif. 

.51'taff iAtzofent 	 gape, 	riAead 

-7467fie4.e. 9-Zenaan, oplioe ea gen, 

VV. 	0..effane. 4 nviffiatta. La ktuLg. La de. avare, 

(t4 tJL gafanx.e. !pet tlernidea. %42,Ltg fate, 

The concluding two lines if this verse were quoted by Burns in a 
letter to Frances Anna Dunlop, written on January 12, 1795; the 
outcome of which brought their long, frequently chequered friendship 
to an abrupt end. This lady had several times admonished the poet that 
she did not wish to have his republican views foisted upon her; she had 
two daughters married to French royalist refugees, and the crude 
comments made in the letter were too much for Mrs.Dunlop to 
stomach: 

eatite masts, viaa knout out Politia; aid 1 ca4utoi app/woe 4 the 
hewed 2oc/44s acte4 the ciao:ad jde ei a certain pass 4 
Peiaoaafes. What it these ist the clelioe)da ooeit the peed 
&cc lalleaci an ao,p4incipled piodiikde i,da the haw& 4 die 
Itancetaa, that it ditould czalie/J1 AK a ostosteal aiiesztioa, 14 cut 
ecteodial Itcutit, cubes, as m hiewl Roscoe ea .2ive4pool qloidoi€44 
&xi:vie/J.4es d - '2114ea the coellia4e 4 milliarrs is 44449 irt the scale 
71frul kdance vet 14ernides with hie( 

• 	The honest Doctor was John Moore, who, like his protege, Helen Maria 
Williams, had been in Paris and witnessed scenes of the Revolution. 
Burns obviously had thought Moore more liberal than the sentiments 
which came from the Doctor's writing of Journal During a Residence In 
France. The poet, nevertheless, attempted to excuse Moore and, in the 
same letter, he continued: 

&41 oi44 	akeadv indeldecl to People ia powers, and dell 
looks 044,a4cl 04 hies 61asnilv, do- 9 caa apokyi4e 	haw 04 at 
the halloos 9 cum. scene he a a diaaocit Ptiencl to li4e44. 

Moore was of a similar age to Mrs. Dunlop, some thirty years older 
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than Burns; the last known letter addressed to him by the poet was 
written from Ellisland farm on February 28, 1791. In the previous July 
Burns had written him and concluded his letter with the hope that Miss 
Williams was well and still composing poetry. It is unlikely that Burns 
ever again contacted Maria Williams after his letter criticizing her verses 
on the slave-trade. If he did so, the correspondence has not survived. 
The horrors of the slave-trade were, incidentally, bitterly attacked by 
William Roscoe and his friend Dr. James Currie (Burns first major 
biographer) who both worked strenuously to have it abolished by 
parliamentary law. Indeed this very issue may have persuaded Roscoe to 
a career as an MP. He was elected to the Commons as the Member for 
Liverpool in 1806, as a radical Whig. In the following year Wilberforce 
had his Bill against slavery passed in the House. Roscoe's writings 
denouncing the slave-trade included the poem The Wrongs of Africa and 
the pamphlet, A General View of the African Slave Trade. He is, however, 
best remembered for his interest in and work on Italian culture. 
Roscoe's principal achievements were his biographies of Lorenzo 
de'Medici, published in 1796 (8) and of Lorenco's son, Giovanni 
(published in 1805), who became Pope as Leo X in 1513. The Medici 
were a famous Florentine family; Lorenzo the Magnificent, as he was 
named, being sole ruler of Florence from 1478-1492; he was described 
as a benevolent tyrant in a constitutional republic. He was, however, a 
magnificent patron of the arts, literature and science and a poet of 
notable ability. Commenting on his friend Roscoe's tract on Leo X, 
James Currie declared: He will be in his religious sentiments as neutral as 
Gibbon, but rather, as I tell him, Canny to the Catholics. 

The outstanding English radical of this particular period, by 
universal consent, was the Thetford-born staymaker Thomas Paine. The 
concluding part of this essay is given over to a brief account of his role 
in the major events which took place during the latter half of the 18th 
century. 

`Edmund Burke was also the subject of Roscoe's 1796 publication: Strictures on Mr. Burke's 
Two Letters (in the Regicide Peace). 

PAINE AND BURNS 

Aureth have demtuotced the"t, lud Mei/ Wee liaing in the ezitinics /km 

inode salts cm.e 4e44 	cti otolice, meat eu  ideizaime and - 14e 
otai./ (91 

Charles titradlaugh (1833-91), Radical MP for Northampton 

Thomas Paine was in his thirty-eighth year when he left England to 
make a new life for himself in America. He sailed on the London Packet 
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at the end of September, 1774, and almost died during the voyage, a 
fever epidemic, presumed typhus, had spread through the vessel. He 
arrived in Philadelphia on November 30, so weak that he had to be 
stretchered off the ship. When he was sufficiently recuperated from his 
illness he began to seek-out suitable employment. Before leaving 
England he had formed a friendship with the influential Benjamin 
Franklin from whom he had obtained a character reference of 
introduction to Franklin's son-in-law, Richard Bache. 

In the following year Paine turned to writing, one of his first printed 
pieces being an account of African slavery in America. Some five 
months later, in August 1775, he published a short text on women's 
rights which some sources have concluded pre-empted Mary Woll-
stonecraft's famous volume on feminism. Paine, however, fell quite short 
of Mary's trenchant demands for sexual equality. During their later 
close friendship in London and in Paris, they no doubt discussed and 
reached broad agreement on the subject. One month after his feminist 
plea Paine composed his best-known poem, Liberty Tree. However, the 
stunning impact he was to make in his adopted country came early in 
the New Year of 1776. The pamphlet, Common Sense, originally published 
anonymously, burst upon America with colossal effect. It is no 
exaggeration to claim that it was this book which fired the initial spark 
leading to the independence of the United States. Fifty-six editions were 
printed in America on 1776 alone; the sales in England, Scotland and 
Ireland, indicated it as a best-seller; soon it was translated and sold in 
several European countries, particularly France and Spain. America's 
War of Independence, the struggle to throw off the yoke of the British 
crown raged on. Paine committed himself fully to the cause of his new 
homeland. He was no traitor, being fully aware that many prominent 
people back in England were emphatically supportive of what they 
viewed as America's just grievances. He had every confidence that 
sustained pressure back home from liberal-minded statesmen would 
secure the eventual capitulation of the reactionary elements, headed by 
King George III, within the British government. 

To keep the momentum of inspiration going among American 
troops during the dark days of war, Thomas Paine took upon himself 
the task of producing a series of encouraging essays. He entitled them 
Tice American Crisis, wrote sixteen in total, leading off with what is surely 
the most famous passage in all his work: 

Wiese ale the tuned. that but ~it's deal. The duouneit diddie4 arid 

Else yLuci.1tiote pediziet will lit 144 &u.44.4„ divaa.4 hoot the deiwie.e of 

MM. moth*.  Li he that staffs it it-m.4 deseaues the Lae cud 
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thanks 4 man aid womaa.)2aaack like dell, as eat easikt 
emcee/zed; ctet we have this coasolalim with as, that the ha4ele4 

the 	the owe Ovum& the hiamph. 2t/hat we oldtaia toe 

cheap, we e4l.eem 	 it deamess ealit that gives Ga4 

that dart eavut thia9 its =Lice. 9a the secoad 	Pape4„ Paiste 
gave his new cmabeit a new. name.. "74ede Zlititezi Stales 4 

4onenica" will &wad as pampaadif la the awilrl a cat 44.4134f, ass 
the kiacrflom 4 Q'ieal Bidiam"; the chaitaele4 4 general 

Washiaftm will /X a pafe with as mach ladi4e as that of 29.4d 

.1/owo,• and the emcee/is have as mach 4414 to cmtmaad the kiaf 

and pa4liameni Ut .2anclut to (lead" Puun lectiaatica, at ger./. a4 

y044 have to command 
It is interesting to note that Robert Burns, in a letter published in 

the Edinburgh Evening Courant commenting on the recent celebrations of 
the Glorious Revolution of 1688, observed that, the American Congress 
in 1776 will, in posterity, be regarded as able and as enlightened, and, a 
whole empire will say, as honest as the English Convention in 1688. The poet's 
prediction that their fourth of July will become as sacred to them as our 
fifth of November is to us, has been stymied somewhat by the deeds of a 
certain Guy Fawkes, completely overshadowing any celebrations in our 
times of the 1688 English Revolution. There is no doubt whatever that 
Burns was thoroughly with the course of events leading to the loss of the 
colonies: his Ballad On the American War offers sufficient proof. Although 
it did not emerge prior to December 1786, when Burns showed the 
political ballad to Lord Glencairn (the Whig nobleman, and his early 
patron), the original draft was probably composed in 1784, the year the 
war finally came to an end. 

The cessation of hostilities between Britain and America also made 
possible Paine's return for a visit to England. He now made the 
acquaintance of Edmund Burke whom he regarded as one of the more 
progressive political figures, and a true friend if the American cause. In 
the summer of 1788, Paine, accompanied by Burke, made a tour of the 
northern iron foundries, and later spent a week at Burke's estate. He 
certainly seemed to impress Burke who referred to him in a letter to 
John Wilkes as, Paine the great American. 

The French Revolution, and their respective writings on that 
momentous event, however, put paid to any thought of lasting 
friendship. 

When Paine crossed the Channel to France in the hope of assisting 
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their Revolution he continued his friendship with Burke until 
unleashing on his 'friend' the suggestion that he should attempt to 
introduce revolution into England under the guise of 'Reform'. Burke, 
to put it mildly, was flabbergasted! It is perhaps, something that he 
troubled to reply, but he did by shooting off: 

-2)o,  von eeal4 imagine A14. Paine, that the consiiintion of this 
hinCidaift 4erni4es such innauations, e caa/a/ eesia rasa flee ait 

that a+, eelleclin swan &Jana deesaia4 essr/swrst ilsem"kns 

awaize that 9 have, ail mg 	apposed sack scheme oi 44yun, 

hecaase JAnon. flans .tuffs le 42m/ (10) 
It is now well known history that Edmund Burke pleaded the cause 

of the aristocracy in his flowery prose, Reflections on the French Revolution; 
and that Thomas Paine after informing George Washington: A share in 
two revolutions is living to some purpose, then proceeded to demolish 
Burke's line of argument in the book which he decided to dedicate to 
the American President, Rights of Man. 

Whatever else of Paine he may have read, it is definitely known that 
Robert Burns had obtained and read copies of Common Sense and Rights 
of Man. Indeed, the striking parallels between Paine's book and Burns's 
song, A Man's A Man For A' That, has exited considerable opinion since 
the matter was first raised by John Maccunn, a Professor of Moral 
Philosophy. Those familiar with Burns's stanzas will readily recognize 
the sources in the quotations: 

ffi;e 

1'

p

1. 

	 o

n

tz

u 

of f-f.Laitc.z, Lax, di.leo42.440.41, 	yaoci, time fiat Axing, aiut 

&ray 	..),ociety, trut.....t, take, a nv„.0. rasa, frke, afd, one, kaa. fatten 

nos,' bake, 	z ago twit-Lae wt.° atut 4 eganactev 	tea& 

4 tle 	oueuL 4 tar._ fsg. 	Olotee., z.g.i.a.L, La., a, 

14f. 	gre• Of OlCitline... f:$11/1,3 g aft 	 4 
(Lunt 	thane. 	not .5neti, an, aniAma.t ae, Take. on, a 	gt 

(Lite ro%'e of IA-fez) take agont kfue, "Akan, ELL a, yin,C and, 

ziton'.3 ib nem! :la:den, CS. a Add,. 'jay ,gat, 042, can, fan.e.aee, aft 

&more may, foam, one. neat; tetutte,te, and man, L fuze, 4 tg., Node. 

Professor Maccunn concluded with the sentiment: Can we help wishing 
that all political philosophers could find their poets? (11) Robert Burns had 
made it abundantly clear where the ideas of the song came from by 
stating that it was: two or three good prose thoughts inverted into rhyme. 
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Another great Scottish poet who had fallen under the spell of Paine's 
book was the Paisley weaver, Alexander Wilson, one of several persons 
privileged to meet both Paine and Burns. Wilson wrote: 

fR .9411-1- of griadi,  mow.,  ■•■!42fe ki2AneCt,  (known) 

and led kty fno►ud,,  a liu► de,v, (read by many hundreds) 

ffanuruj,, 	ti;e, L1 Lie refuted, (book) 

and tea die count a eott-tutea, (severe blow) 

gtz rile, a keerattfj -graz!-.± to,  zee (looking-glass) 

Sge, eisaft 4 &J., anti, ataleam.e►t, 

CU. 	g.add,  anAt,  ...J. at., (with a bold) 

quid faith tIia efacie. Luiz tfie. (good) (smart fellow) 

(rig Aand, 	da (off-hand) 

Following a three month gaol sentence for writing some satirical 
verses Wilson decided to leave illiberal Scotland and, in May 1794, 
sailed for America. In the year 1808, he visited Thomas Paine and 
persuaded the old revolutionary to subscribe to American Ornithology, 
then due for publication, Wilson the erstwhile weaver poet was now the 
outstanding naturalist of his time and has been recognized as America's 
greatest ever ornithologist. He was fascinated, as many other also were, 
by the sheer brilliance of Paine's luminous eyes: the penetration and 
intelligence of the eye bespeak the man of genius and of the world, wrote Wilson 
to his collaborator, Alexander Lawson. (12) 

At around the time Alexander Wilson was leaving for America, verses 
of a republican poem, The Tree of Liberty, began to circulate in Scotland. 
Many years later (c.1838), a copy in the handwriting of Robert Burns 
came to light in Springburn, Glasgow. From this, Robert Chambers, the 
Burns editor to whom it had been loaned, assumed that Burns was the 
author. Others, however, have challenged this on the grounds that: (a) 
the fact it was in Burns's hand merely confirmed he had copied it; 
proof of his authorship was not conclusive; (b) it was possibly a clever 
forgery. Henley, presumptuous as ever, ventured his opinion that, Burns 
neither wrote nor copied the trash. Did Burns (or the unknown author) 
reflect on Paine's Liberty Tree when composing the stanzas? An 
interesting thought! 

The blistering ode, Srots Wha Hae was certainly the product of 
Burns's giften pen and was, quite definitely, a coded reaction to the 
infamous sedition trials of Muir and Palmer. 

(I  

o' 
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vsloca and, pni-no.,! 

.9., 	aana LW aen•Life, cfuLina! (13) 

loe, vac &Lain, °ALL clew-Leaf, steins;  

ait tget shat,[. L 

As Robert Chambers made clear in his edition of Burns's work: 
Vi der the cewe4 og a jowdeendfrewdevut ILatile-doodf he wad wall 

le4e4atinf las deal artaind the 7out kpaouuy Mai wad, oppadiK, 

kilge44 at /wine awd a4'oad, and otweeeeit, di/aging com.le41 at hid 
outis piedde. (14) 

There is indeed evidence that Burns felt the very security of his 
young family threatened by the actions of the excise Board in raising 
the question of his political loyalty. He had been ruined in farming; his 
literary ambitions lay in serving, without payment, the task of furnishing 
Scottish traditional music with new lyrics or amending and updating 
unsuitable ones; his Excise salary, meagre as it was, stood between him 
and utter ruin. If discharged by the Excise for political disaffection, the 
prospect of alternative employment on such a reputation was, to say the 
least, remote. 

One month after Thomas Muir had been sentenced to fourteen years 
penal servitude in Botany Bay, Burns decided to present a book to 
Dumfries Library, The Constitution of England by John DeLolme. He had 
chosen to inscribe this volume, but such was his state of mind that, on 
the following day he again called at the library, requested the book, and 
stuck the flyleaf to the frontispiece with some paste he had brought, this 
obliterating his inscription. Years later the pages were carefully 
separated and it was possible to read: 

	

414 & 	1240-44414 dad 40o4 la the law", and 4.ects that Melt  

tale it as a need of B444411. .Edgeizif - 	dm/ /ind a 

At the trial of Muir damning evidence against him had been led by 
the prosecution concerning the manner in which he had propagated 
Paine's book, Rights of Man. Burns, learning of this, must have feared 
the possibility of the Excise Board ordering a search of his own house in 
Dumfries; after revisiting the town library and pasting the flysheet of 
DeLolme's book, he took from his own library the copies of Rights of 
Man and Common Sense, giving them over to the safe keeping of a 
trusted neighbour, George Haugh. These books remained as prized 
souvenirs with the Haugh family for many years after the incident. 
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Meanwhile in France, during this year of 1793, Thomas Paine was to 
find himself in dire straits. His credentials as a revolutionary seemed 
impeccable; however, the Jacobins, having gained supremacy over the 
Girondists in a power struggle to direct the course of the revolution, 
began to settle the feud between them in a bloodbath. Paine, who 
broadly allied himself with the Girondists, brought the wrath of 
extremism upon himself by attempting to save Louis XVI from 
impending execution: Kill the monarchy, but spare the man, was his 
passionate plea to the Convention. Paine felt indebted to the king for 
the support he had offered America during the War of Independence: 
Louis, of course, had merely exploited the situation to the chagrin of 
Britain. However, Paine, who had been involved in seeking aid from 
Louis for America, saw he as le bon roi, and spoke, with conviction 
(through an interpreter), against the death sentence, pointing out that, 
although the British government would inwardly gloat at their old 
adversary falling a victim to his own subjects, paradoxically they might 
well use such a situation as a pretext to unleash a war that France had 
no wish to fight. 

The French revolutionaries guillotined their king of January 21, 
1793. A member of the National Guard escorting Louis to the scaffold 
was a young physician William Maxwell of Kirkconnell. His revolution-
ary activities in London and Paris had aroused the temper of Edmund 
Burke who 'named' him in the House of Commons; the newspapers 
branded him Britain's number one Jacobin, and his mother lived in 
fear of what she might next learn of him. The death of the king and the 
declaration of war with Britain, which quickly followed, served notice on 
Maxwell to review his situation. He took the decision to leave Paris and 
return home. 

Arriving in Dumfries in 1793/4, to set himself up in a medical 
practice, it was really inevitable that Maxwell should meet-up with the 
poet Robert Burns. By September 1794 Burns was informing Frances 
Anna Dunlop: 

Maxwell is mit most Miimate hiend, aid me caj the pat 
cluvaideu 9 haus eaea meI 14.14g; hat out account of his Politics is 

vitheit dmioted 4 one 4,44 tlitidocitales, ihoarth his 47a4i4 t 

)cviihne ehale him to the Pat 
During his period in Paris Maxwell lived at White's Hotel, 7 Paddage 

des Petits-Peres, later the Hotel de Philadelphie; this establishment was 
the quarters of most of the British/Irish contingent supportive of the 
revolutionary cause. Not long after the king's execution Paine left 
White's to take quarters in another hotel adjacent to the rue de 
Richelou. 
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The cheap taunts of king-killer directed against Maxwell by the 
loyalists of Dumfries were, of course, inexcusable. It was the politicians 
who had sealed Louis's fate, many leading Girondists voting with their 
Jacobin opponents for the death sentence. Maxwell as a member of the 
National Guard, would have been summoned for duty, the refusal of 
which would have brought dire consequences upon him. The Guard, a 
citizen/police corps, had been formed by the celebrated Lafayette, he 
who had entrusted the keys of the Bastille to the keeping of Thomas 
Paine, to be passed-on to George Washington, as a token of 
revolutionary friendship twixt France and America. 

The eventual arrest of Thomas Paine in Paris appears to have been 
the consequence of several factors. His plea for the king's life no doubt 
prompted a reaction against him; he had also fallen foul of Marat, the 
idol of the Sansculottes, and it became known that, along with Jacques 
Pierre Brissot, a Girondist leader later guillotined, Paine had formed a 
conspiracy to discredit Marat; and, when the opinion of Robespierre, a 
one time admirer of Paine, also swung against him, the danger signs 
loomed ominous for the English revolutionary. When Brissot fell, Paine 
was immediately vulnerable. In the early morning of December 28, 1793 
came the arrest at White's Hotel where Paine had attended a meeting 
which ran late and he had decided to stay overnight at his former 
accomodation. A written instruction that the accusations against Paine 
would serve America as well as France, was later found among 
Robespierre's papers. 

The period of detention in Luxembourg Prison brought upon Paine 
a bitter change to his character. He had every faith that his friend, 
George Washington, would soon demand of the French authorities that 
he must be released. Washington, after all, sent an American frigate to 
Botany Bay for the expressed purpose of freeing the Scottish reformer 
Thomas Muir. However, Paine waited in vain for his friend to act. His 
prison ordeal almost cost him his life on two counts. A serious illness 
threatened to make a journey to the scaffold unnecessary; even so, only 
a fateful oversight prevented him from joining his comrades in the 
Girondist camp who perished by the blade. As it turned out, 
Robespierre, not Paine, fell the victim of circumstances; he being seized 
and executed in July 1794. Paine was not allowed to emerge from prison 
until November 4 and, when released, his pent-up rage he determined 
to direct at one man, his erstwhile friend, President George Washing-
ton, dedicatee of Rights of Man. 

To what extent Washington deserved criticism for his part in the 
affair is an arguable issue. There is no doubt whatever that Paine's 
judgement had been impaired by sheer temper, and the text of the 
`open letter' which he addressed to the President was well beyond the 
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acceptance of reasonable conduct. The real culprit has to emerge in the 
form of Gouverneur Morris, the envoy appointed to look after American 
affairs in France; and he detested Thomas Paine. Witness the tone of a 
letter sent to Thomas Jefferson: 

.2e4 9 should imriet it 	OfteidiOlt that llamas Paine is m 

pa.aah, caseite he cznicaal Kindel/ with padlidhin5 a pamphlet 

agaihdi laws ehizidt 9 do not ueolied wheihe4 9 mentioned to molt 

that he would have Teem  mewled aloof with the aedi oi the 

a2i21014,4 4 the advance pa4try had not mewed himcoaiempt 
It was the duplicity of Gouverneur Morris, more so than Washing-

ton's apparent casual indifference that brought Paine to the brink. 
Whilst assuring the authorities back in America that he was following 
their instructions to press for Paine's release, he was equally involved in 
advising Robespierre that America cared nothing about Paine; that, with 
a few exceptions he was thoroughly disliked back there. (15) Morris was 
finally replaced, not before time, as the American envoy by James 
Monroe, who later served as a fine president of his country, famed for 
his presentation of the Monroe doctrine to Congress in 1823. On securing 
Paine's release, James Monroe took him into own home in Paris where, 
with the caring attention of Monroe's wife, Paine was slowly nursed back 
to better health. Monroe made his feelings quite clear when he wrote of 
his patient: 

fdradcreia44/aa, Ile diff,tte` dim/kw4 as p_illieolsa.s, ad lie 

id aae 	/kde eakide ,weld ua 0114 AadoisioN ,rae"se mad 
didif,yefiadged (16) 

Alas, James Monroe was unable, despite considerable pleading and 
attempted reasoning with Paine, to prevent the dispatch of the 'open 
letter' to Washington. A copy of this was sent, July 30, 1796, to 
Franklin's nephew, Benjamin Bache, whom Paine knew to have an 
intense dislike of Washington. Instructions to make it public accompa-
nied the letter. This, added to the pamphlet against Jesus Christ, as 
Gouverneur Morris had styled Paine's publication, The Age of Reason, 
brought upon the old hero of 1776, a good deal of resentment from the 
American people, or at least from those who remembered him, for time 
had quickly moved on and, to the new generation of Americans, the 
name of Thomas Paine exited no great feelings. One instance of the 
backlash against him came from the New York freemasons who dropped 
his name from 'Thomas Paine's Lodge, No.27', in 1797. OM The 
President was the most revered member of the American Masonic 
fraternity. 
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At the very time when Paine was busy composing the 'Washington' 
letter in July 1796, the poet Robert Burns, who had endured ill-health 
for several months, died on the 21st of the month. On Tuesday, July 26, 
he was buried in St.Michael's churchyard, after an impressive procession 
through the streets of Dumfries. One Robert Banks Jenkinson, full of 
his own pomp and importance, enjoyed a prominent role in the 
proceedings, riding at the head of his cavalry from the south coast 
Cinque Ports; they had lately arrived to take quarters in Dumfries, and 
Jenkinson had made known his dislike for the town's most famous son, 
on political grounds, when the dying poet yet had breath. Burns's 
biographer, Catherine Carswell, got it just about right when she noted: 

gad Akio/peal ahe crieivaied fteiserde*, 	hiewd 

eeer-144-Idaa, ad Ah1  calha Ai* uiad dedkoe.i %de 

Aeissee.4 /en owe (114e Aer/edipe4iarh exis 4,accaa (18) 

The father of, this celebrated nonentity, had been the financial backer, 
according to William Sherwin, of the extremely hostile biography of 
Thomas Paine, written by 'Francis Oldys'. (19) This book had been 
produced for the sole purpose of blackening Paine's character; the 
author (Oldys being merely a pseudonym), was the Scottish historian, 
George Chalmers, an ardent royalist, whose apologists have pointed out 
that Paine did not contest the unsavoury anecdotes and aspersions cast 
against him, that he didn't do so merely emphasised his contemptuous 
attitude toward this publication. 

Thomas Paine decided to spend the latter stage of his life back in 
America. To the delight of his old friend, Thomas Jefferson, who was 
now President, arrangements were made allowing Paine to sail from 
France on September 1, 1802, arriving in Baltimore two months later. 
Jefferson greeted him warmly, but the powerful Federalist faction in 
American politics, backed by the reactionary clergy, had no intention of 
forgiving him The Age of Reason. The vigorous attack on George 
Washington also rankled. Former friends and political comrades made 
it known that he was now their enemy. The few years prior to his death 
on June 8, 1809, were none too pleasant. He suffered many rebuffs, 
perhaps none more so than being denied the right to vote on the 
charge that he was not an American citizen. 

Such were the rewards for the man who had proclaimed, to do good is 
my religion. He had been tried in his absence in England and outlawed 
for ever, the charge was not treason, as some writers have claimed, but 
one of seditious libel, a different matter entirely. He had been 
imprisoned and came close to execution in France. Although an 
undoubted hero of the American Revolution, and a founding father of 
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the Republic, he was spurned and neglected in death. No homage was 
paid at his simple funeral by any American statesman; yet, two Negroes 
walked twenty-five miles to be there, offering their deep respects to one 
renowned for supporting their race. The wife of his French friend, 
Nicolas de Bonneville, placed her son Benjamin at the head of his 
grave, standing herself at the opposite end, and, as the earth was piled 
upon his coffin she cried out: 

/'.Pose, ouy don deux& heize la upudent 9441#1 4 .onevea, 

and 9 ant heu q*ancel 
Thomas Paine and Robert Burns, two men of similar characteristics. 

Both were of identical height (5'.10") and build; the outstanding 
feature in each was the fascinating genius that shone from their glowing 
eyes. Excisemen both; Paine victimised for organizing in pursuit of 
better wages and conditions, Burns close to being discharged for 
political disaffection and warned to be silent and obedient in future. Both 
were denounced as drunkards, though, in truth, any of their famous 
contemporaries drank more with no such blemish staining their laurels. 
Paine was decried for attacking the Bible though no counter-argument 
ever proved him in error. Burns attacked Calvinism because the 
democratic theology of the 16th. century had fallen into the hands of 
conservative clerics and religious fanatics in the poet's time. Paine's 
most famous book was dedicated to George Washington; Burns wrote a 
superb Ode to Liberty, the second part of which is now given as Ode For 
Washington Birthday. Paine wrote nothing on Burns though he surely 
must have known much about him. Would Thomas Christie of 
Montrose, Paine's close friend during the Paris days, not have 
mentioned the Bard of Alba? Christie contributed letters to the Morning 
Chronicle, the paper which first printed Scots Wha Hae - anonymously - in 
compliance with the author's fear; the 'paper, too, which had offered 
Burns a position as journalist. Would Lord Daer, the young Jacobin who 
travelled from Paris to London with Paine not have commented on his 
meeting with Burns at the home of the philosopher, Dugald Stewart, 
and of the panegyric verses written about the occasion? Burns had 
clearly heard much of Paine's activities and had obviously read his 
books. If he made any significant comment about Paine, it has not 
survived. A mock epitaph transcript in the Cowie MSS., On Tom Paine's 
Death, does not at all seem like a Burns composition. Professor Kinsley 
has commented: 

91 mart he /tSs (&aiutd:d) wa4; Ant he usually managed to he 

<aela as% Z/sa &one 
The political and religious opinions of both men have been traced to 
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the common source of the 17th century philosopher, John Locke. In a 
studious biography of the poet written in 1988, Richard Hindle Fowler, 
has devoted considerable space in highlighting the influence of Locke 
on Burns's thinking. (20)  Regarded as the philosopher of the Glorious 
Revolution and the theoretical inspiration of the American Constitu-
tion, Locke is now dismissed as being philosophically feebk..the favourite 
thinker of vulgar liberalism; however, due allowance must be ascribed to 
the fact that, although the course of social evolution over a period of 
three centuries has weakened and eroded his arguments, Locke, when 
placed in his proper context, was a positive contributor to progressive 
ideas. The opening section of Common Sense and passages in Rights of 
Man, suggested that Thomas Paine had reflected much on the 
principles of John Locke; however, Paine indignantly denied the 
accusations of plagiarism. Indeed he frequently declared that he had 
never read Locke: 

Cheellaun had accused Paine of joiloaLia9 blut 29e4e, idea j04, 
idea, e las &valence apt lwediist and elective pee/m.1~4d Pause 

iteioded is a pale hi y y dirpuieeczat ea leimence to lint owa 
it dellectual Itakeut, "5 Heavi. wad Ache ne4 weft had the wo44 

oaf  hand and 4 ruhat 9 have Ilea/a it Plant 	Teahe, 

had ma inducemeni to 4ead it. 91 it a spew/414w, not a p4actical 

wcoh, and the kyle oidalteazqtaactlediaa, as ia all Ache's 

avkiiincts au. * 
It is perfectly feasible, of course, that Paine absorbed much of 

Locke's theories from conversations with those who were familiar with 
them; the example cited by Paine himself of Horne Tooke discussing 
the subject with him, may point to this conclusion. Burns, incidentally, 
in the letter that estranged his friendship with Mrs. Dunlop, had 
expressed his relief and satisfaction that, Horne Tooke, along with his 

6 

	

	compatriots, Hardy, Holcroft and Thelwall, had all been cleared of the 
treason charges brought against them by the Pitt government.... 

%%aid atd aede _Zoodass Ahdt 4aue #uess a d a a#4 maw kaaa, 
iisra#te a a 	4iffe id stal dafaid sakes a mass away 

hee4e oVaore S4 414' awilleai eithrf cabled  ass mem, fa lsis 
G2cleatho 

The honest Doctor mentioned in the same letter, John Moore, to 
whom Burns had addressed his autobiography, was a regular compan-
ion of Paine's in Paris along with the Earl of Lauderdale. (21) The earl, 
who wore a Cap of Liberty in the House of Lords, supped with Burns in 
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Edinburgh and won his praise in the song, Here's A Health To Them 
That's Awa' . Paine's counsel, Thomas Erskine, is the Norlan' kiddie in the 
third stanza of the same effusion. Of all the similarities between Paine 
and Burns, the best surely lies in the fact that both arose from the 
common people; that they taught themselves to write, reason and 
reflect; that their ability to think was projected on behalf of the people 
and, despite the efforts of the ruling class of their day to silence them, 
they have continued down through the course of two centuries, to 
appeal to a section of the common people who feel that a thorough 
study of their work may well prove a positive factor towards a much 
better world. 

• See, Man of Reason, by A. 0. Aldridge. p.309. 
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Members of the newly established Thomas Paine Memorial Committee of the 
Bordentown Historical Society (USA). Left to right: David Henley, Gary Berton (Chairman), 

Peggy Barton, Jim Downey and Margaret Downey. 
Photograph by TPS member, George Earle. 

TWO UNANSWERABLE (?) QUESTIONS 
M.F.Culpin 

As one who has been concerned for many years with some of the 
ideas of physical science, and latterly with the management of their use 
in generating wealth, i.e. manufacture of usable goods, I am continually 
amazed that controversies of a theological nature can run and run and 
run, yet get nowhere at all. Although not as widely read as I should like 
to be, I have gained the impression that nobody has satisfactorily 
contested the conclusions of The Age of Reason, that, in effect, the Bible 
is no more the "work of God" than a Mills and Boon novella. That is 
not, of course, to say that at least in part, the former is not a good deal 
more interesting than the latter. 

Scientifically established knowledge has grown enormously in the last 
nvo hundred years. With the agreement of those who are competent to 
judge the issue, it links cause and effect in many different fields of 
enquiry. For those who find religious dogma generally unpalatable, 
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especially when poetic imagery is mistaken for objective fact (miracles, 
weeping statues, etc.), this growth of knowledge has been of some 
comfort, but not entirely. Nor of course does it detract from enjoyment 
of the arts, which do nevertheless demand some technological input, 
whether it is an Altamira painting or "Cosi fan Tutti" (however did they 
do it?). The element of discomfort lies in the questions of the title of 
this note. 

The background reading in relation to the questions may be found 
in the list of titles given below, which of course is by no means 
exhaustive. The books were all written by world-class investigators who 
are also first-class communicators to "lay readers" as well as to their 
peers; and they all agree that there is more to the world than "Physics 
and stamp-collecting". For me they lead to the conclusion that there 
are some basic questions that may never be answered. All transcendental 
answers, whether in terms of "gods", "God", "spirits" or whatever, 
would be found wanting, thus putting "the opium of the people" and 
all the subjects of study of theology into a class of wishful thinking. 
Extraordinary. However, whilst there is little comfort to be had from 
asking the questions, so recognition if their intractable nature should 
reduce any inclination to torture heretics. 

Question ONE: How did inanimate matter reach the stage of 
self- replicating large molecules ? 
Question TWO: How did the increasing complexity of molecules 
and organisms lead to self-consciousness ? 
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THE BRUNEL PAINE COLLECTION AT THE 
WORKING CLASS MOVEMENT LIBRARY, 

SALFORD (1) 

Frontispiece from the Thomas Spence periodical 
'Pigs Meat or Lessons for the Swinish Multitude' 

Thomas Paine was born in Thetford, Norfolk, in 1737. In 1774 he 
went to America at the invitation of Benjamin Franklin. He worked as 
editor of the The Pennsylvania Magazine and wrote numerous articles. He 
was author of Common Sense, the most influential popular appeal for 
American independence. During the American Revolution he inspired 
the colonial troops with his Crisis Papers and is credited with having 
coined the title, the United States of America. 

In 1787 he went to France where he was elected to the National 
Assembly, eventually being imprisoned for his views during the Reign of 
Terror. Paine returned to the United States in 1802 and died in 1809. 

Paine's works, particularly, Rights of Man, in which he outlined the 
case for democratic government and The Age of Reason, a critical 
assessment of organised religion at the time, were extremely influential 
and have never been out of print. 

The Thomas Paine Collection was assembled by Adrian and 
Christopher Brunel over a period of fifty years. It consists of books, 
pamphlets, prints, tokens and ephemera. The books are not only by and 
about Paine but also reflect the contemporary scene of the 1790s in 
America, France and Britain. Paine played a significant part in the 
affairs of each of these countries and influenced events in them. The 
collection reflects the polemics and controversies of the time. As a 
playwright and film director, it was natural that Adrian Brunel should 
choose Paine as the subject of a number of scripts. Christopher Brunel 
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and his wife Margaret added to the book collection and formed an 
extensive collection of tokens relating to Paine, both in favour of him or 
hostile to him and his ideas. 

The first shot in the fierce pamphlet war in which Paine played a 
central part was fired by Richard Price, a dissenting minister. His 
sermon, A Discourse on the Love of our Country (2) was delivered on 
November 4th., 1789 gave 'the right to choose our own government, to 
cashier them for misconduct, and to form a government for ourselves'. 
Edmund Burke's, Reflections on the French Revolution (3) was written in 
reply to Price. He defended the privileges and power of the ruling 
aristocracy, reverence for tradition and authority and condemned the 
common people as 'the Swinish multitude'. (4) 

Paine was infuriated by Burke's book, especially as he had been 
friendly with him. Paine spoke for the governed in a class divided 
society where the rich plundered the poor of their rights. Government 
appeared as Court parasitism and he recognised taxes as robbery to 
benefit rich pensioners and also to pay for wars of conquest. 

Paine's answer to Burke was Rights of Man. Part I was first published 
in London in 1791 and Part 2 a year later. (5) Fifty thousand copies of 
Part I were sold before Part 2 was issued. In the second part, Paine 
argued for a Republican government against the monarchy, for 
democracy against aristocracy and that 'The Rights of Man' meant the 
rights of all to representation. He linked political and economic 
demands. He advocated a graduated income tax to alleviate the 
conditions of the poor, family allowances, education of all children and 
old age pensions as a right. 

While Rights of Man remained an expensive volume, Paine was not 
prosecuted. But after a sixpenny edition was published on May 21st., 
1792, (6) he was prosecuted and a Royal Proclamation was issued 
condemning the book. At the trial, (7) the Attorney General stated that 
it was 'ushered into the world in all shapes and sizes, thrust into the 
hands of subjects of every description, even children's sweetmeats being 
wrapped in it.' 

In America, where Paine's, Common Sense and Crisis Papers had 
already had a tremendous impact, Rights of Man was first published in 
1791. The publisher printed as a foreword an extract from a letter from 
the Secretary of State, Thomas Jefferson, 'I am extremely pleased to find 
this will be reprinted and that something is at length to be said publicly 
against the political heresies which have sprung up against us.' This was 
a direct attack on the Vice-President, John Adams, whose adherents 
flocked to his defence. The subsequent controversy considerably 
enhanced the sale of the book and it was translated into many 
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languages and printed in many cities both in Europe and America. (8) 

Paine replied in stinging terms to the Royal Proclamation and to the 
charge of seditious libel. He called it, Address to the Addressers (9) and it 
was published in October 1792 by Symonds and Rickman, both of 
whom were prosecuted for doing so. Paine outlined a plan for a 
Convention to review English law. He suggested that only those laws 
found worthy should be retained whilst the remainder should be 
scrapped. 

Although Paine managed to escape to France just in time to avoid 

r  arrest, the trial (10) went ahead. Paine was defended by Thomas Erskine, 
noted for his vigorous defence of constitutional rights; (11) A pensioned 
judge and venal packed jury found Paine guilty and as a result he was 
outlawed. 

There were many replies and hostile reviews of Rights of Man. (12) In 
Paris it was enthusiastically acclaimed and Paine was elected as Deputy 
to the National Assembly by four Departments. 

Whilst in Paris Paine wrote The Age of Reason. (13) This was an attack 
on revealed religion exposing the myths, dogmas and absurdities of the 
bible. In its place he substituted the religion of humanity and 
international brotherhood. He was immediately called an atheist and 
strongly condemned although in fact he was a deist. (14) Among the 
numerous attacks on Paine, (15) the Brunel Collection contains six 
editions of Richard Watson, bishop of Llandaffs, An Apology for the Bible 
in a Series of Letters to Thomas Paine. (16) 

During more than two hundred years, much of Paine's writing has 
been reprinted, in some instances as separate works but also in 
numerous collected and selected volumes. (17) 

Over seventy biographies have been published about Paine both in 
book and pamphlet form. The collection contains over forty of them 
including all the early ones. (18) 

There are two books in the Brunel Collection of particular and 
special interest and importance. One belonged to Thomas Walker (19) 

the leader of the Manchester Radicals in the 1790s who defended his 
house in The Parsonage against a church and king mob. This volume 
contains a scurrilous Life of Paine, The Trial of Paine, and The Two Trials 
of Daniel Isaac Eaton (2°) for publishing Paine. It also includes a very rare 
tract, The Case of Thomas Walker. There are several annotations 
throughout the volume. The Trial of Thomas Paine is inscribed "To 
Thomas Walker Esq., from the Hon. Thomas Erskine". While on page 196 
Walker wrote: 'How instinctively conscious the supporters of despotism are that 
the whole system is fraud - wrong and error - if they were conscious that it was 
r-ight they would court enquily". 
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The other volume of special interest is The Political Works of Thomas 
Paine,  (21) published by T. M. Wheeler at the office of the Chartist 
Co-operative Land Society. This volume contains a two page preface by 
the Executive Committee of the National Charter Association and the 
final item is the people's Charter adopted at Birmingham in 1842. The 
preface states that the aim of the Chartists was to: "enrich the popular 
mind with the principles of political truth, create an ardent desire for the 
possession of liberty as well as to dispel those myths of obloquy with which 
malignant bigotry, stupid prejudice and stolid ignorance have enveloped his 
character." 

Among many books which cover the social scene and political events 
in Britain, France and America are France Plowden's, Jura Anglorum: The 
Rights of Englishmen, published in London in 1742, The Collected Works of 
Benjamin Franklin, in three volumes, and, Lives of Remarkable Characters 
Who Have Distinguished Themselves from the Commencement of the French 
Revolution, to the Present Time, also in three volumes published in London 
in 1814. 

The Collection contains, apart from books, a number of contempo-
rary prints by Gillray which are mainly anti-radical. There are press 
cuttings of book reviews and accounts of Paine exhibitions and 
commemorations and leaflets and correspondence of the Thomas Paine 
Society. There are also invaluable catalogues and bibliographies which 
assist one in finding a way in the world of the 1790s. Some of the most 
interesting items are the typescripts of Adrian Brunel's plays written for 
radio and stage production. 

Although Paine wrote two hundred years ago, his thinking and ideas 
are relevant today. He possessed a gift of clarity of exposition - calling a 
spade a spade - which still appeals to his readers. In his farewell article 
to his readers in The Observer, Neil Ascherson wrote: (22) 

"You sent me a great many letters over several years about Paine. Again, the 
version that Paine was forgotten proved to be quite false. Indeed, a powerful 
Painite tradition turns out to have survived, underground at times, since the 
I 790s. It wasn't unexpected to find among Scottish readers or Welsh. But I had 
not imagined that there were still so many English Radicals who used Tom 
Paine's analysis on their own nation. 

Its worth spelling out what this implies. An alternative version of British 
history has survived, dating back to the Enlightenment, which regards our 
`constitution' as an authoritarian sham. This version recognises the doctrine of 
the sovereignly of Parliament as a tyrannius archaism: the people should be 
sovereign, and the Parliament they elect should be subject to a written 
Constitution. That Constitution would define the rights of the citizens and allow 
the citizens to sue the State in Court when those rights are violated." 
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Notes 
1. The most comprehensive Paine Collection was made by Richard Gimbel and is 

now deposited in the Library of the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia. 
There is a copy of the catalogue in the Working Class Movement Library. The 
Brunel Collection is comparable with the Ambrose Barker Collection in Thetford 
Library (presented to them via the Thomas Paine Society). A printed catalogue of 
this (and other material from the TPS Library, also deposited at Thetford) was 
published in 1979. The WCML acquired the Brunel Collection as a bequest from 
Christopher and Margaret Brunel in 1989. 

2. A copy of Price's Discourse is in the WCML (5th edition with addition). 
3. There are seven copies of Burke's Reflections in the Brunel Collection, including 

the 1st., 2nd. and 4th. editions published in the 1790s. There are also the 1910 
and 1950 editions. The 1793 edition of Burke's Reflections is bound with Paine's, 
Rights of Man, 1792. 

4. Edmund Burke's Reflections on the French Revolution, 1790 (page 117) contains 
the phrase: "The swinish multitude" which invoked angry replies in many satirical 
pamphlets and periodicals. Thomas Spence called one of his periodicals, Pigs 
Meat or Lessons for the Swinish Multitude, of which the three volumes of the third 
edition are in the WCML. Each has a print as a frontispiece showing the pig 
trampling the orb and sceptre, the symbols of royalty, underfoot. 

5. The Brunel Collection contains about fifty editions of Rights of Man. By 1793, two 
hundred thousand copies had been sold and one and a half million by 1809. Of 
these early editions the Brunel Collection contains the Fourth, two copies of the 
fifth, two of the sixth, the seventh, two of the eighth and the thirteen part one only. 
Part two was published by J.Jordan and there are copies of the third, fourth, two of 
the fifth, two of the eighth and the ninth. 

6. The sixpenny edition was published by H.C.Symonds. The Brunel Collection 
contains multiple copies of the first edition of part one and a single copy of part 
two. 

7. The Whole Proceedings on the Trial of Thomas Paine for a Libel, taken in 
shorthand by Joseph Gitney, 1793, second edition (page 47). 

8. It was published in New York, Rotterdam, Hamburg, Paris, Chicago, London, 
Copenhagen, Berlin, Amsterdam, Dublin, Rennes, Glasgow, Greenock, Boston, 
Albany, Londonderry, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Lundenburg (Vermont). The Brunel 
Collection contains the French edition printed in Paris in 1791 and 1792, the 
Dublin editions of 1791 and 2, the Greenock 1832 edition and the Amsterdam 
edition of 1793. There is also a copy of the vest-pocket edition published by 
E.D.Cousins in 1837. 

9. There are four editions of The Address to the Addressors, apart from those in the 
collected works and bound volumes of pamphlets. 

10. There are seven versions of The Trial, among them that of Joseph Gurney and 
J.S.Jordan. In addition to Reports of the Trial, Erskine's speeches are contained in 
the Speeches of the Hon. Thomas Erskine, collected by James Ridgeway, four 
volumes, 1810. 

11. Thomas Erskine, first Baron Erskine (1750-1823). He was a barrister in a 
spectacular series of trials for libel and high treason. He was Member of 
Parliament for Portsmouth, member of several radical societies and finally Lord 
Chancellor. 

12. The Brunel Collection contains fifteen of these replies to Rights of Man. Included 
are, A Letter to MrPaine on his Late Publication (Dublin, 1792); C.H.Elliot, The 
Republican Refuted (1791); T.Hardy, The Patriot (1793); J.Hunt, Rights of 
Englishmen (1791); Remarks on Mr.Paine's Pamphlet (Dublin, 1791); P.White, 
Rational Freedom (Edinburgh, 1792) and A Protest Against Thomas Paine's 
Rights of Man' (1792). 
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13 There are thirty editions of The Age of Reason in the Brunel Collection excluding 
those in the collected works or bound in with other works. The first edition was 
printed by Barrois in Paris and sold by Daniel Isaac Eaton at the Cock and Swine 
in London in 1794. 

14. In A Discourse Delivered to the Society of the Philanthropists in Paris in 1797, 
Paine made a frontal attack on atheism. A reprint in 1798 was published by 
J.Johnson under the title, Atheism Refuted or a Discourse to Prove the Existence 
of a God. There is a copy in the Brunel Collection and one in the Library of 
Congress in Washington, 

15. Among the replies to The Age of Reason are, E. Winchester, A Defence of 
Revelation (1796); VV.Grisenthwaite, A Refutation of the Argument Brought against 
the Truth of Christianity (1825); G. Wakefield, An Examination of the Age of 
Reason (1794); Joseph Priestley, An Answer to Mr.Paine's The Age of Reason 
(1796); Reply of the Bishop of Liandaff to the Second Part of The Age of Reason 
(1819). 

16. There are the second and third editions of 1796, a Belfast edition of the same year, 
the 1817 edition and one published by the American Tract Society under the title, 
Reply to Paine, which is undated. 

17. It was not until Edward Truelove published the Complete Works in 1850 that a 
satisfactory collection appeared. 

18. The first two biographies of Paine by George Chalmers (0Idys) and James 
Cheetham were hostile. The two which followed, by Clio Rickman and W.T.Sher-
win were sympathetic. The definite Life was written by M.C.Conway and published 
in two volumes in 1892. 

19 For Thomas Walker see Frida Knight, The Strange Case of Thomas Walker, 
London, 1957. 

20. Daniel Isaac Eaton (71752-1814) was a courageous radical publisher who was 
persecuted and put on trial nine times. His retrial in March 1812 for publishing the 
Third Part of Paine's, The Age of Reason, resulted in imprisinment for eighteen 
months. This stung Shelley to write his spirited, Letter to Lord Ellenburgh. 

21. Not recorded in The Chartist Bibliography by J.F.C.Harrison and Dorothy Thomp-
son. 

22. Observer, 29-10-1989. 

Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Working Class Movement Library, No.2. 1992. 
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